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Start the Programm

Start the program by clicking on the Ortho Move button on the desktop.

Under „File“, you have the button „Scanner settings“ „Program settings“ „Settings“
„Touch-Optimised user interface“, „Expert
mode“ and „Exit“.

Display Type Setting

User Interface Mode and Language
There is a easy use mode called: „Fast Mode“. With less Buttons. Optimised for
Unattended Customer Scan Stations or Qick use. And a Expert Mode with a Customer Management and many more. You can switch these modes in the File menu.
In addition, you can also switch over to other languages under „Languages“ in the
menu line. The program may be supplied in any foreign language on request.

The Menu

The main menu bar is located above the menu bar and the former contains the
buttons „File“, „Import/Export“, „Languages“, „Print“, „Assign new document“,
„Switch to FS Analyser“ and „?“

Scanner Settings
Select the scanner from „File“, „Settings“ and „Scanner“. The correct
scanner driver is possibly already in
the dialogue box field. If an A4 dual-scanner is being used, you must
tick the „Dual Scanner“ box and even
the second scanner should be set up.
Next, configure the dpi (dots per inch)
setting (150 dpi is the ideal choice).
The dpi settings depend on the scanner, scanning speed or the image
quality or responsible for the same.
You can configure various scanners „depending on the hardware“ under „Scanner
brightness“ to be brighter or darker and adjust it to suit your lighting conditions.
You can set the image contrast under „Scanner contrast“.
Please note that our pre-set value should be proper for the Plustek A320 scanner.
Now initiate a test scan in the same dialogue field. This scan may be used for adjusting the image quality.
Attention: Provided the lighting conditions are proper, the system already has a
pre-set adjustment that does not need to be changed. You may need to adjust it
differently only for extreme lighting conditions.
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The program can also be switched over to a
touch-screen friendly version. Simply tick the
„Touch-screen user interface“ check-box in the
File menu to switch over.
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The basic settings need to be configured under „Filter settings“. In general, only the first two controllers
are used „See arrows“. After the
scan, you can adjust the image with
the controllers in such a manner that
it is proper or „based on our ore-set
adjustment“ meets your demands,
and then the setting for all subsequent scans may be set under „Save
as default“. If scans are changed inadvertently with respect to their adjustment, the initial value of the setting can be
restored under „Load Default Settings“.

Correction Values for Measuring
„You can adjust the shoe sizes, the
shoe lasts and the information on
the type of foot under „“File““,
„“Program
Settings““,
„“Correction Values for Measuring““.
Make about five scans of different
persons and then adjust the shoe
size and the specifications of the type
of foot, and the „“shoe lasts should
remain in the base setting 0““. You
may make the allowances in mm or
the shoe size in EU etc.. When you
make an entry in one field, the information is matched in all shoe size
fields „“7 mm is a shoe size““.“

„You can use the slider control to make fine adjustment to the type of foot.
A good base setting under normal lighting conditions is 70% to 75%.
However, please note that the base setting configured by us should be proper and
matching.“

Import/Export
Database folder for Adomus footwear:
The folder containing the database and all reports, scans and images, is located in the folder
„My Documents“, „Adomus Footwear“,“Data Insole - Templates“ and the „data.db“ database,
too, is in this folder.
Data folder templates:
„Linked documents are saved in this folder as well as pictures of shapes – Insoles
and reports. At the time of installation,basic settings or templates are saved in
the „“Archive““ folder. You may „“Edit““, „“Delete““ or „“Add““ your enclosures
in these folders and copy them for use in the respective folder, „“Shapes““ and
„“Insoles““.“
Backup folder:
This is the folder in which backup files are meant to be saved. If one of the paths has
changed and you close the dialogue window with „Save“ the attention of the user
is drawn to the fact that the database is now being copied to the new location. If
associated data already exists in the folder set, the existing data is not overwritten.
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Filter Settings
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Creating a backup:
„A backup is created (without a confirmation prompt) and saved in the backup folder
(see above). Default setting: „“My Files\Adomus Footwear Backups““ (up to WinXP)
or „“Documents\Adomus Footwear Backups““ (starting from Windows Vista).
By default, a backup file is assigned the current data (in the international date format YYYY-MM-DD). If such a file is already present, the current time (or current time and milliseconds) are appended to the file name.
As a result, while sorting the files by file name, they are automatically sorted in
chronological order at the same time.“
Restoring a backup:
After a confirmation prompt a „File open dialogue box“ is displayed in which you
can select the backup file that you would like to restore.
Customer data in a CSV file:
„You can read customer data into other programs under „“Import/Export““.
For example, you may create a bulk letter in EXCEL.

Print
You can print out whatever desired and even on
a scale of 1:1.

Under „Assign new document“ reports stored
on the computer can be opened that can then
be saved for the customer or with the respective scan of a customer.

By selecting „?“ you get the version number of
the system and the licence settings.

System enabling licence:
The program runs for a period of 4 weeks from
the time that it is installed on your computer.
After paying the system invoice, the licence
may be activated for an unlimited period of
time.
Fill up the fields „First name“, „Surname“
and „E-mail address“. „Send your hardware ID via e-mail to us or click on request
licence. You e-mail program opens automatically to send the information. It goes
without saying that you may also communicate the number to us on telephone.
The program then closes automatically.“
When you receive a file from us via e-mail, you may read in the file as follows. Open
the FootSteps program, go to „?“, „Licence“ and click on Load licence file…. The
program is released permanently for use by clicking on Save.
„If you enter the licence number manually, you need to fill in all fields exactly as you
have informed them to us.
This is why it is recommended that you copy the data after filling it up and sending
it to us. Now enter all the data including the number that you have received from us
and click on „“Save““. The program is then released permanently for use.“
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Import records:
„With this menu option, you can import both *.ocd files
(see customer export) and *.obk files (see backup).
When importing a backup file (*.obk), in contrast to the menu option „“Restore backup““ the existing database is not deleted and instead existing data is overwritten
and data not existing is added.“
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All the buttons in the menu bar „Customer Management“ „Scan“ „Analysis“, „Pressure Analysis“, „Insole editor“, „Full-Scale Display“, „Insole Recomendation“ „Insole Order“ may be clicked in any order.

Fast Mode
In the fast mode, the program can be started with a single mouse click on Scan. The
scan is performed. Another scan simply overwrites the previous one. If you need to
save a customer, you can archive the customer under Customer Management „Save
Customer“.
You have the option to use „Quick Select“ to control customers who do not wish to
be scanned or if you do not have any scanner.
After a single click on the „Quick Select“ button, a dialogue box appears with four
specifications „High-Arch foot“, „Normal foot“, „Low-Arch foot“ and „ Flat foot“.
If you have determined the shape of the customer‘s foot in any manner, click on
the same and then enter the shoe size of the customer; „Please note that our program makes an allowance for a shoe size“. Then click „Save“. The program now
shows you all control options and insole selections as if you had scanned them.
Using the „Insole Order“ option in the menu bar, you may now place an order for
an orthopaedic insole via e-mail. You may place an order on this page quickly and
easily with the help of simple menu navigation.
Moreover, this page shows you the type of foot and the type of insole once again.
To place an order, all that you need to do is click on the desired insole and send the
order. We shall deliver the hand-made sports insole from the sports orthopaedic
specialist section within three days.
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„
In
the
main
menu
line,
the
buttons
are
displayed depending on the window opened and may be clicked directly.
The program saves scans and reports under the customer. However, you may save all
data etc. by clicking on the right mouse button at any storage location on the computer.
External documents such as blueprint etc. may be scanned with the help of the
A3-size scanner. The data pertaining to the customer is saved under Documents. „
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You can open variour menu options for editing on all pages with the help of the right mouse
button, see the „Example on the analysis page“.

Customer Management:

Some scans are available for browsing under „Customer Management“. You may
delete these whenever required… Highlight the customer line in blue and delete by clicking on „Delete customer“ or using the right mouse button… „Delete
customer“. Similarly, you can also delete individual scans or reports pertaining to a
customer. A search feature helps you to find a customer quickly. All customers are
displayed once again when the search field is deleted.

The respective customer opened is displayed above the main menu bar.

You can open a customer by double clicking or… „Load
customer“ at the bottom right, or… right mouse
button… „Load customer“.

With „Edit customer“ at the bottom
left, you come to the customer dialogue box for modifying the address
information. With „Create customer“ you come to the same dialogue
box to create a new customer. You
can also mark various information in
this box (see also the figure after the
next one). The coloured fields must
be labelled in the customer dialogue
box since the customer cannot be saved otherwise.
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Use the right mouse button in the program:
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Start Scan:

The „Scan“ button starts scanning of the foot. One click on „Quick Select“ leads
you to scanning without the scanner „“as already described““. You can display an
advertisement configured as desired by you in the main field. Moreover, you can
also set up video clips and any type of pictures or images. Detailed description on
this is given under “Editing a file“
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„A new customer is also created by opening „“Create customer““. The lines
highlighted in red colour must be filled up. On the „“Medical““ page you may
enter detailed information about your customer. The scan evaluation gets affected when you enter the value of weight. „“The specification for pronation support in the shoe is always increased by one degree.““ When entering the
weight, you must always specify the gender „“M/F““. The values change for …
Men weighing 90 kg and above
Women weighing 70 kg and above“
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Analysis:

From the main menu, the
„Pressure analysis“ button (
in Expert Mode) displays another page. Here, you have the
option to save blueprints or
various pressure point settings. Your saves be transferred in the next window „deposits Editor“.
Deposits editor special work
can be carried out with various shapes, dimension lines, images, templates.
You can check the measurements made by the program with the
option for displaying the measured points.

On this page you can enter (Remarks) about your personal data and processing instructions. This field is identical to the notes filed on the customer data page.

In the menue item „Full-Scale Display“,
the feet can be displayed on a 1:1 scale
on the screen. All screen formats and
picture information such as blueprint,
pressure point analysis, processed insole shapes, text and applications can
be printed out for a single foot or both
feet.
The original size of the feet can be adjusted to the exact size on the screen.
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„The „“Analysis““ window
open
after
the
scan.
The foot is displayed.
Clearly defined information
on the foot measurement and
other data is generated automatically. A red line displays
the exact size-related information on the left and right
sides of the foot respectively
(in cm and shoe size). With the help of the right mouse button you come to a box
with various functions that are self-explanatory in terms of usage and operation.“
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„A data sheet may be saved along with the scanned foot whenever desired.
On the „“Insole editor““ page, any x images may be read from any given location.“

„Import
scan…Scans
prepared
by
other
programs.
If a scanner is used (external scanner) without a link to our program,
or an external scan panel is used or
if you would like to use individual
scans made by an old scan program,
then using the function… „
„““Import scan““ our program
may be used with all the details.
Scan using the existing scan program
or with the panel of the scanner manufacturer or with any image processing program. „
Save the image on the computer and call it using the „Import scan“ function. The
image is saved in the customer created by you and may be treated as a normal scan.

„A small editing module supports you for this purpose,
since an external scanner does not
reflect, cut, and scan with different dpi (dots per inch) settings etc.
(see picture below)“
Depending on the dialogue window the right mouse button navigates you to various control elements such as „Print“, „Save“,
„Delete“, „Open document“ or „New document“, „Load scans“
or „Delete scans“, „Display objects“, „Hide objects“, „Add measuring tapes“, „Copy pictures to clipboard“, „Change shoe display size“ etc.
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External scans:
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Network operation:

Quitting the program:

„You may operate in a network by storing the database in a folder released for
this purpose in the network. It does not matter whether you use the UNC-path
(\\Computername\Databasefolder) or the drives for doing so. All users in the network may access the program and edit the data separately.“
If you would like to network branches „external to the company“ with one another, you need to ensure that all branches are in the same network, which can be
achieved most easily with the help of VPN. Routers with VPN support are, in the
meantime, no longer a rare piece of equipment (for example, models of Fritz make!
Box range from AVM).
„In the process, you should ensure that an Internet connection of adequate speed is available, since with customary DSL lines particularly loading ans saving customers is restricted by the respective upload capacity.
The slower the connection, the more likely it is that data loss occurs as a result of
interruptions in the connectivity.“
„As an alternative to this, you may send exported customers via e-mail
and read them easily into the database if the network is not available.
The prerequisite is always that „“Orthomove““ is installed on all computers.“

The scans and all work done is saved when you exit the program.

The settings screen in the network may
be displayed and settings
configured with the navigation File –
Program settings - Directory Settings.
In the dialogue box that opens, you
can establish the links to the network
computers using the navigation „File,
Settings, Database and Folders“.

The scans and all work done is saved when you exit the program.Several features
such as overlapping from your own blueprint, press measurement plate scans, archiving of external data, opening external programs etc. should be taken up in an
introductory course via TeamViewer at the time of installing the program for the
first time.

Interface description for external programs:
„All fields listed in the description must be transferred via the command line for import.
In principle, you may also key in the following at the command prompt
C:\Programme\Fs-Systeme\FootSteps\FootSteps.exe
addnew
123;;Dr;Josef;Maier;85;18.01.1950;male;Sonnenweg
12;94036;Passau;0851/123456;
Individual fields (such as, for example, the title „“Dr““ may be omitted, but not the
semicolon, thus: C:\Programme\Fs-Systeme\FootSteps\FootSteps.exe addnew“

ATTENTION!!
If you enter something incorrectly when defining the fields, it either does not work
at all or incorrect data is written to the wrong fields. The external interfaces are
designed so the fields arrive in a predefined sequence and since the field names
are not sent, you cannot identify the meaning or significance of the various fields.

Get Help:
„As with all object-oriented special programs, it is recommended to arrange training for the users. You can contact us at +43 724864440.
Please register for remote maintenance schedules via computer on telephone.“
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Network settings:

Supplementary features:
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